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Overview 

NetBrain Integrated Edition v7.1a is an upgrade of v7.1 to offer many feature enhancements. Customers can upgrade to v7.1a 

from v7.0b, v7.0b1 or v7.1. 

Highlights 

1. Enhancements to data accuracy and data completeness on topology and path by supporting new technologies and 

vendors. 

2. Auto-Update Built-in Resources. 

3. Customizable Context-Driven Mapping and Automation to understand network design and troubleshoot. 

4. Enhancements to System Integration, including SSO, Embedded Map, and new APIs. 

5. Enhancements to the end-to-end visibility of software-defined network (SDN), including VMware NSX-v and more. 

6. Enhanced Data View Editor and Multi-Branch Template for Hybrid Network. 

7. Enhancements to System Architecture and Deployment, including Front Server – Linux version, Front Server Controller 

HA, and Secure Access to CheckPoint Open Platform for Security (OPSEC). 

8. Enhancements to System Security, including audit log, password complexity, and granular privileges. 

9. Enhancements to User Authentication, including multi-domain support and more. 

10. Enhancements to system performance, including: 

o Double the speed to build Data View during the execution of Overall Health Monitor Qapp. 

o Double the speed to draw a map on high concurrency.  

o Reduce the visits to MongoDB during the building of L2 topo through Benchmark. 
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1. Enhancements to Data Accuracy and Completeness 

The enhancements to data accuracy and completeness in v7.1a include: 

1. Enhanced Device Type/Driver 

2. Enhanced MPLS Cloud 

3. New GRE VPN and Enhanced IPsec VPN 

4. MPLS VPN/TE and F5 SNAT 

5. New Driver Support 

6. Discovering and Visualizing Cisco Meraki 

7. Apply Variable Mappings in benchmark-triggered Qapp execution. 

8. Improved L2 topology/path accuracy on Juniper router/firewall/switch. 

1.1. Enhanced Device Type/Driver  

§ Allow to parse the configuration file completely and set customized properties via python scripts. 

 
§ Support to export an individual device type. 

§ Support to add subtype under the following main types. 

o End System 
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o Call Manager 

o IP Phone 

1.2. Enhanced MPLS Cloud 

In previous versions, users can dynamically generate the CE list of MPLS Cloud by searching BGP AS number and VRF name. 

Sometimes, the search result might be much more than those users expect. For example: 

§ Case1: Customer A wants to create separated CE lists for different data centers, and the CE routers belonged to each VRF 

has the same consecutive keywords in the hostnames.  

§ Case2: Customer B wants to create separated CE lists based on routing policy, and their CE routers belonged to each VRF 

has the same routing policy, such as BGP in route-map. 

To narrow down the dynamic search result of CE interface, the Exclude function is added in v7.1a to filter out specific devices by 

defining specific conditions. Furthermore, if there is any specific device or interface that you want to exclude from the CE list, you 

can manually exclude them. 
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1.3. New GRE VPN and Enhanced IPsec VPN 

The A-B Path technology is newly supported on the following vendors in v7.1a:  

Device Type  Supported Technology 

Viptela IPsec VPN 

Cisco Router/Cisco IOS Switch GRE VPN 

Juniper Router/ Juniper EX Switch/Juniper SRX Firewall GRE VPN  

Fortinet FortiGate Firewall GRE VPN 

Note: Starting from v7.1a, IPsec VPN Topology is renamed to L3 VPN Tunnel, which includes both IPsec VPN Tunnel and GRE VPN 

Tunnel new. 

 

1.4. MPLS VPN/TE and F5 SNAT  

The A-B Path technology is newly supported on the following vendors in v7.1a:  

Device Type  Supported Technology 

F5 Load Balancer SNAT 

Alcatel Lucent Service Router MPLS VPN 
MPLS TE 
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1.5. New Driver Support 

The following new device types and drivers are newly supported in v7.1a: 

Device Type/Driver Name  Supported Tier 

Cisco Firepower NGFW (Firewall) Tier 2 

Cisco Firepower NGFW with FTD (Firewall) Tier 2 

APC PDU (Switch) Tier 1 

APC UPS (Switch)  Tier 1 

Raisecom (Switch)  Tier 2 

 
The detailed operations supported at each level are described as follows: 

Ø Tier-1 Support 

§ Monitoring — send SNMP to devices to monitor devices. 

Ø Tier-2 Support 

§ Retrieve live data and live data analysis — automatically remotely connect to devices by using Telnet/SSH, and retrieve live 
data including configuration file, route table, NDP/MAC/ARP table, device information and interface information.   

§ L3/L2 topology 

o L3 topology — build Layer 3 topology from IPv4 addresses in the device configuration files. 

o L2 topology — build Layer 2 topology from NDP tables (including CDP and LLDP tables), ARP tables and MAC tables. 
NDP tables are used to calculate the connections between switches, and NDP/MAC/ARP tables are used to calculate 
connections between switches and other types of network devices.  

§ Traffic path discovery 

o L3 traffic path — discover and map the L3 traffic path based on route tables.  

o L2 traffic path — discover and map the L2 traffic path based on L2 topology. 

1.6. Discovering and Visualizing Cisco Meraki 

Before v7.1a, NetBrain supports to discover Cisco Meraki devices via SNMP. In v7.1a, NetBrain introduces a new method to 

discover a Cisco Meraki Network through Cisco Meraki Cloud Controller via restful APIs. 
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Discovering Cisco Meraki 

NetBrain can discover the Cisco Meraki network via restful APIs, and then build network topology based on the retrieved data. 

The discovery flow is as follows: 

 

1. Add Cisco Meraki Cloud Controller in the API Server Manager, because NetBrain discovers Cisco Meraki network via the restful 

APIs provided by the cloud controller. 
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2. Enter the domain name of the cloud controller and click Start Discovery to add ACI devices to a domain. 

 
 

3. To map Cisco Meraki devices and topology in NetBrain, you need to run Server Benchmark after discovery to build Visual 

Space and Network View. 

 

Visualizing Cisco Meraki 

After the discovery and benchmark, Cisco Meraki devices will be organized under the Physical Network category in the Network 

pane.  You can view the network topology and node details of a Cisco Meraki device. 

Key Use Flow: 

 

Example: View the context map of a Meraki firewall. 

1. In the Network pane, select Physical from the Network list, and then select Device Type from the View list. 

2. Under the Firewall context folder, select a Meraki firewall. 
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3. Click the Node Details tab to view the details of the firewall, such as its properties and interfaces. 

 
 

4. Click the Context Maps tab to view the topology maps of the firewall. Point to a map and click Open Map. 

 
 

5. Double-click a Meraki device and view its data tables (Route/ARP/NDP table) in the Device Details pane. 

6. Apply automation actions on the map, such as data views and runbooks. 

 

Limitations:  

- To avoid the conflicts between the API discovery and the SNMP discovery, the Meraki devices are added to the Do-not-scan list by 

default. If you want to discover them via SNMP, uncheck these devices in the Do-not-scan list. 

- The L3 topology of Cisco Meraki is based on the calculation algorithm without masks, because Interface IPs retrieved via API have no 

masks. 

- L2 topology can only be calculated based on CDP and might be incomplete. Because the repeat AP does not have CDP information and 

the connection relationship between other gateway APs cannot be obtained through the AP. 
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- The L2 path calculation might be incomplete, due to the incompleteness of L2 topology. 

- The Route Table currently only covers the information of the default route. 
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2. Auto-update Built-in Resources  

NetBrain Integrated Edition is released with dozens of built-in resources, such as device types, drivers and vendor model. These 

built-in resources usually have dependencies with each other, and may also have compatibility with software versions. Upgrading 

these resources for thousands of customers is a challenge and labor-consuming. 

The auto-update solution introduced in v7.1a is a flexible and straightforward process to enhance the internal/external operation 

efficiency. 

§ R&D Team can build resource pack or patch and publish them to customers for an upgrade. 

§ Customers can check and decide whether to auto-update new resources or manual installation. 

§ Support and Service Team can view the update history of customers on the Content Site. 

Use Flow 

Prerequisite: NetBrain Update Server is required to be installed as an add-on component on NetBrain Web API Server. 

1. R&D team members create new or modify existing built-in resources. 

2. R&D team members export and upload the resources to the Content Site. 
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3. R&D team members test and publish the resources.  

 
4. Customers download and update the resources automatically or manually. If the upgrade fails, customers can select to 

retry or rollback to the previous version. 

§ Install updates automatically — auto-update at a scheduled time point. 

§ Check for updates and manually install — the system still checks for updates regularly, and customers manually start 

the upgrading process. 

 

Applicable Scope 

The auto-update mechanism applies to the following built-in resources in v7.1a. 

§ Device Type 
§ Device Driver 
§ Vendor Model 

Note: More types of built-in resources will be supported in coming releases. 
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3. Customizable Context-Driven Mapping and Automation 

Context is corresponding to a specific network situation. For example, network design (such as QoS policy), network technology 

(such as BGP MPLS VPN), specific application (such as video conference), and management (such as Site and Core Network), which 

is customizable based on any definitions.  

In v7.1, NetBrain introduced the concept and design of Context Map to help users manage their network and better understand 

the design of the network based on contexts. However, when it comes to automation, it is still difficult for end users to identify 

which action is the right one to use among so many Data Views, Runbooks, and Qapps.  

In v7.1a, to resolve the issue and enable users to transfer best practices, such as how-to-troubleshooting, the context-driven 

automation is refined and optimized. Power users can predefine the appropriate Context Map, Data View, and Runbook according 

to the context, then end users can directly view the map and action that are the most relevant to the corresponding devices to 

understand network design and troubleshoot. 

Power Users: Predefine a Network Context           End Users: Use Context to Understand Network Design and Troubleshoot 

              
         

   

3.1. Predefining a Network Context 

Example: Create a Voice context regarding one of the main voice flows in a company. 
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1. Under the Physical Network category, click the View drop-down list to create a new type QoS. 

2. In the QoS View, select New Context from the drop-down menu of the All Contexts node. 

 
3. Define the context. 

1) Define the information of the context, such as the context name and description.  
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2) Add devices. You can select devices one by one or from a predefined group, such as site or device group. In this case, you 

can predefine a QoS device group and then add the devices by group. 

 
3) Select context maps. Power Users can customize some maps and then associate the maps with specific devices in the 

context. In this case, you can calculate the voice flow path from NYC to Boston and add it as a context map. 

 
4) Select actions. Each action corresponds to a technology or a scenario. You can predefine context actions in the Context 

Action Manager or create an instant one in this step. In this case, predefine the data view QoS Design (devices with QoS 

configured), and the runbook Troubleshoot Slow Voice (monitor QoS interface parameters and highlight QoS 
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configuration and QoS Interface Queuing Strategy) as context action. 

 

 

3.2. Using Context to Understand Network Design and Troubleshoot 

End users can directly start to work with a context: address the context à select a context map à open the map and apply 

context actions. 

Example: Troubleshoot slow voice based on the NY-BST Voice context. 

1. In the Network pane, search to find the context NY-BST Voice.  

2. Select a device within the context and browse the Context Maps. 

3. Point to the Voice Path from NY to Boston context map and select the action Troubleshoot Slow Voice from the drop-down 

list.  

4. Click Open Map to open the context map.  
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The data views will be applied to the map automatically. You can run the runbook to monitor the QoS parameters and 

troubleshoot the slow voice.  

 

3.3. Context Action Manager 

A context action groups a runbook template and a data view or data view template that corresponds to a specific context. You can 

predefine context actions and directly reference the actions for a context when Predefining a Context.  
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4. Enhancements to System Integration 

The enhancements to v7.1a system integration include: 

§ New SSO Integration 

§ Embedded Map in Customer Portal  

§ New North-bound APIs 

 

4.1. New SSO Integration  

Single Sign-On (SSO) is newly introduced in v7.1a. NetBrain supports Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) 2.0 based SSO 

and integrates with federation servers or individual identity providers to share session information across different security 

domains. SAML SSO works by transferring the user’s identity through an exchange of digitally signed XML documents.  

There are two mechanisms of implementation in v7.1a: 
 

  
 

§ IdP-initiated — Users who are already logged-in at other identity providers can directly view embedded NetBrain 

applications, such as embedded map.  
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§ SP-initiated — Users log into NetBrain system by logging into other identity providers.  

 
 

4.2. Embedded Map in Customer Portal  

Many service providers and large enterprises have comprehensive portals, which usually integrate with different network 

management systems so that users can access the data of these systems within a single portal.  

To enable users to integrate NetBrain map with their portals, v7.1a introduces the Embedded Map feature, which can embed 

NetBrain dynamic map into a web portal via Iframe APIs. 
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Integration Flow of Embedded Map 

Before embedding NetBrain Map, users need to follow the steps below to develop and set the portal with NetBrain APIs: 

1. Modify the web.config file on your NetBrain Web Server to allow the iframe to render NetBrain webpage. 

2. Reference the Web Server script library in the portal.  

3. Initialize NetBrain instance and configure SSO alias. 

4. Construct the drop-down menu for Tenant. 

5. Construct the drop-down menu for Domain. 

6. Construct the drop-down menu for Site/Device Group/Public Map File. 

7. Construct the text box and drop-down menu for path options. 

8. Browse and open a specific map. 

9. Calculate a path and view the path result. 

Using Embedded Map 

Example: Calculate a path on an embedded map. 

1. Log into your portal and navigate to your NetBrain page. 

2. Select the tenant and domain that you will work on. 

3. Enter the source and click Get to obtain the gateway information of the source device. 

4. Enter the destination and select a path analysis.  

5. Click Calculate. 

 

6. Perform further operations on the map. 
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§ Enabled operations: 

o Applying a data view 

o Zooming in/out 

o Switching map pages 

§ Disabled operations: 

o Executing a Runbook 

o Extending Neighbor 

o Operations in the right-click menu 

o Pointing to a link or data to show the corresponding configuration in a tip window 

 

4.3. New North-Bound APIs  

The following Restful APIs are newly offered in v7.1a to read and write data from NetBrain database. 

API Name Description 

Get Device Configuration 

Used to get the configuration of a device. 

Get One IP Table 

Used to get the one-IP table information of an IP address. 

Get Role Information 

Used to get the information of a role. 

Get User Information 

Used to get the information of a role. 

Tune Devices 

Used to tune devices to check its live access status. 

Get Tune Device Results 

Used to get the results of tuning devices and return devices failed in Ping/SSH/Telnet. 

Get Device Group List 

Used to get all device group lists in a domain. 

Get Files 

Used to get the file lists contained in a folder. 

Get Path Calculation Status 

Used to get the status of a path before getting its results. 

Stop a Path 

Used to stop a path in calculating.  
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5. Enhancements to Software-Defined Network  

The enhancements to SDN include: 

§ Discovering and Visualizing VMware NSX-v 

§ Prioritized Multi-Source Device for SDN 

§ Enhanced ACI License Policy 

 

5.1. Discovering and Visualizing VMware NSX-v  

VMware NSX is the network virtualization platform for the Software-Defined Data Center (SDDC), which delivers networking and 

security entirely in software, abstracted from the underlying physical infrastructure. 

In v7.1a, NetBrain can discover the networks based on VMware NSX-v ((VMware NSX for vSphere)) and then visualize the NSX-v 

networks on dynamic maps. 

NetBrain can discover the following components of an NSX-v network via restful APIs, and then build network topology based on 

the retrieved data. 

§ NSX Manager 

§ NSX Controller 

§ Logical Switch 

§ Distribute Logical Router 

§ NSX Edge 

§ Transparent Zone 

Discovering an NSX-v Network 

The discovery flow of NSX-v network is as follows: 

 

1. Add NSX Manager information in API Server Manager, because NetBrain discovers an NSX-v network via the restful APIs 

provided by the NSX Manager. 
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2. Discover NSX-v network by using NSX Manager IP as Seed Router. 

 
 

3. To map NSX-v network devices and topology in NetBrain, you need to execute a benchmark task after discovery to build 

Visual Space and Network View. 
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Visualizing an NSX-v Network 

After the discovery and benchmarking, NSX-v network will be organized based on NSX components in the Network pane, and you 

can view device details and NSX-v network topology through a context map. 

 

Key Use Flow: 

 

Example: View the context map of an NSX Edge (Edge Service Gateway). 

1. View Device Details. 

On the NSX Edge context, select a specific device and click the Node Details tab to view device properties in the Context pane. 

2. View Context Map Information. 

Click the Context Maps tab to view the predefined context maps of the selected device. For an NSX Edge, two built-in context 

maps are provided: 

§ Layer2 Neighbors – displays the directly connected Layer3 neighbors of the selected NSX Edge.  

§ Layer3 Neighbors – displays the directly connected Layer2 neighbors of the selected NSX Edge. 

5.2. Prioritized Multi-Source Device for SDN 

With the extension capability of NetBrain Data Model, NetBrain supports several types of SDN technologies, including Cisco ACI, 

VMware vCenter, and NSX-v. These SDN technologies co-exist in NetBrain system because each SDN technology has it owns data 

model. However, these SDN networks may point to the same network element, which means a network device may be discovered 

in different networks, such as a virtual machine in an integrated environment of ACI and ESXi. 
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A device that can be discovered by multiple SDN technologies, is called a multi-source device. The node schema and topology of a 

multi-source device may vary in different SDN networks. However, in the legacy data model, only one type of node schema and 

topology can be used to build legacy topology, calculate path, run Qapp or other automation. 

To resolve the problem, a new global collection in the legacy data model is added in v7.1a to prioritize these SDN technologies. 

After discovering an SDN network, the system decides which technology will be used to set the Legacy Device Type according to 

the order. The default order is: NSX > ESXi > ACI. 

 

 

 

5.3. Enhanced ACI License Policy 

In v7.1, NetBrain counts SDN license for Cisco ACI as per the number of physical ports. In v7.1a, NetBrain changes the ACI license 

policy and provides more details about the license count for each NetBrain domain. 

Count Active Ports Only 

§ ACI license is counted per active endpoint-facing physical ports on leaf switches. 

§ Decide whether a port is active or not based on the Oper State in the Interface Properties. 

Provide Detailed Information 

To help users manage their SDN license just-in-time, more detailed information is added in the user interface. 
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§ Add a percentage of the Port Usage and CPU Usage. When it reaches 95%, a warning icon will be displayed to alert users. 

When there are no sufficient licenses, an error icon will be displayed. 
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6. Enhancements to Data View 

The enhancements to Data View in v7.1a include: 

§ Enhanced Data View Editor 

§ Multi-Branch Data View Template for Hybrid Network 

 

6.1. Enhanced Data View Editor  

To enhance the demonstration of network design and the usability, data view editor has the following improvements in v7.1a:  

§ Users can directly edit device note and interface note, including editing plain text and inserting built-in data, such as 

configlet. 

 
 

§ Optimize the user interface of the data view editor to reduce unnecessary interruption.  

o Make a few irrelevant items invisible from the editor, such as some device right-click menu. 
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o Emphasize the devices that are involved in the current data view, and dim those uninvolved objects.  

 
 

§ Merge the editor of device and interface data units to one page. The values of data units can be directly edited. The 

editable parts include the prefix, value, and suffix.  
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§ Support to add the $hostname, $ip, $Interfacename, and $Interfaceip variables when inserting a link onto a position. 

 
 

6.2. Multi-Branch Data View Template for Hybrid Network 

The major enhancement to data view template is to simultaneously display a data view for a hybrid network after being added 

multiple branches.  

Key Use Cases: 

§ Create a Data View Template for Multiple Node Types 

§ Create a Data View Template for Multiple Device Types 

Create a Data View Template for Multiple Node Types 

The following example demonstrates how to display a different data view for legacy devices and SDN nodes with the same data 

view template.  

1. Create a data view template named Maintenance Information. 

2. Define the Branch1 as follows: 

1) Modify the branch name to Legacy Device. 

2) Select Legacy Device as the node type. 

3) Add data units onto device positions.  
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3. Add Branch2, and define its settings as follows: 

1) Modify the branch name to Fabric Node. 

2) Select Fabric Node as the node type. 

3) Add data units onto device and interface positions. 

  

 
 

4. Save the template. 

5. Open the map which contains both legacy devices and fabric nodes, and then apply the data view template.  
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Create a Data View Template for Multiple Device Types 

The following example demonstrates how to display a different data view for IP Phone and WLC with the same data view template.  

1. Create a data view template named Wireless Access. 

2. Define the Branch1 as follows: 

1) Modify the branch name to IP Phone. 

2) Select Legacy Device as the node type. 

3) Set the Filter Criteria to Device Main Type contains IP Phone. 

4) Add data units onto device and interface positions.  

5) Define the highlight conditions. 
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3. Add Branch2, and define its settings as follows: 

1) Modify the branch name to WLC. 

2) Select Legacy Device as the node type. 

3) Set the Filter Criteria to Device Main Type contains WLC. 

4) Add data units onto device and interface positions.  

5) Define the highlight conditions.  

 

 
4. Save the template. 

5. Open the map which contains both WLC and IP Phone, and then apply the data view template.  
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More Enhancements to Data View Template  

§ Recategorize all data view templates as follows for better management and maintenance:  

o Built-in Templates  

o Shared Templates in Tenant 

o My Templates 
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§ Simplify the creation of a data view template as follows: 

o Merge the UI of defining device and interface data units to one page. 

o Merge the UI of defining the applicable Node Type and Interface type of a branch into one dialog.  

 
 

o Provide an easy way (double-click) to create a device and interface note. The note can contain plain text, but also 

support to insert both built-in data and parser variables
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o Support to select multiple variables from both built-in data and parsers and then automatically distribute them onto 

different positions.  
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7. Enhancements to System Architecture and Deployment 

The enhancements to v7.1a system architecture and deployment include: 

§ Newly supported web browser: Firefox 57 

§ High Availability of Front Server Controller 

§ Linux Support for Front Server 

§ Secure Access to CheckPoint OPSEC 

 

7.1. High Availability of Front Server Controller  

To enhance system availability, the failover of Front Server Controller is realized in v7.1a. Multiple Front Server Controllers can be 

installed and grouped. Each group can have two controllers, and they run as master/slave nodes for failover.  

 

Note: The two controllers share the same SSL settings. It is invalid if one controller uses SSL, and the other one does not use SSL.  

The system will automatically elect a controller as the master. Then the other one is the slave. The master controller displays 

Active in the Failover State column, while the slave controller displays Standby.  
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When the master controller becomes unavailable, the slave controller is switched as the master shortly. However, the Front Server 
needs to log in to the new master Front Server Controller during the switch process. Consequently, 
the discovery and benchmark tasks can finish normally but have the risk of losing data. The run-once Qapp tasks terminate 
instantly, and the Schedule Qapp tasks can continue to run in later period.  

 

Note: Upgrading Front Server Controller from v7.1 to v7.1a does not require additional configurations. The controller runs in the 
standalone mode by default.  

 

7.2. Linux Support for Front Server 

Front Server is designed to be the only NetBrain component to access customer’s live network. For security considerations, it is 

required to be deployed in the secure network segment of customers’ production environment, and most often customers have 

Linux server only.  

To make the deployment easier to be adopted, Front Server in v7.1a is supported to be installed on a Linux server. For the 

hardware requirements for Linux server, refer to System Specification. 

After introducing Front Server Controller Group, the registration process of Front Server has a slight change: 

§ Front Server on Linux: 

In the register_frontserver.conf file, enter the <hostname or IP address: port number> of both the master and slave 
controller nodes separated by a semicolon. 
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# Enter <hostname or IP address>:<port> of the Front Server Controller. For example, 
192.168.1.1:9095 
# Use a semicolon to separate multiple Front Server Controllers. 
Front Server Controller 
=10.10.7.38:9095;10.10.2.214:9095 
  
# Define the SSL settings 
Enable SSL = Yes 
Conduct SSL Certificate Authority = Yes 
SSL Certificate Path 
=/root/SSLCert/signing-ca1.pem 
  
# Define the Front Server register to 
Tenant Name =Initial Tenant 
Front Server ID =FS_Linux 
Authentication Key =netbrain 

 

§ Front Server on Windows: 

In the Registration dialog, enter the <hostname or IP 
address: port number> of both the master and slave 
controller nodes in two lines by pressing the Ctrl + Enter 
keys.  

 

 
 

 

7.3. Secure Access to CheckPoint Open Platform for Security (OPSEC) 

In previous versions, the data on CheckPoint Firewall is collected via API calls from NetBrain Worker Server. To enhance system 

security and accessibility, especially to cloud deployment, the live access and data collection task of CheckPoint Firewall will be 

done via NetBrain Front Server in v7.1a. Consequently, the Front Server/Front Server Group field is newly added as a mandatory 

configuration in CheckPoint OPSEC Manager. 

Note: After upgrading to v7.1a, you need to manually configure this field if you deployed multiple Front Servers. 
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8. Enhancements to System Security 

§ Auto-lock user accounts after 5 invalid login attempts. By default, locked user accounts will be available again in 12 hours. 

§ Enhanced password complexity policy, including: 

o Require password change at first login. 

o Password cannot be the same as username. 

o New password cannot contain more than 2 consecutive characters of the old one. 

§ Add a global setting of Session Timeout for all users. By default, it’s 4 hours. The individual setting of Session Timeout is 

deprecated in v7.1a. 

§ Support to enable Auditing Log and the retention period is configurable. 

§ Enhanced user rights and privileges, including: 

o Add new privilege "Shared Resource Management" (disabled for guest). 

o Add new privilege "Variable Mapping Management" (disabled for engineer and guest). 

o Separate the user rights of "System Admin" into two categories: "System Management" and "User 

Management". See Online Help for more detailed difference about featured modules between the two 

categories. 

§ To fix system vulnerabilities, the following third-party components are upgraded to the latest version. 

Third-Party Component From To 

RabbitMQ 3.6.1 3.7.7 

Perl binaries 5.18.2.1. 5.28.0.1 

Sqlite 3.7.7.1 and 3.21.0 3.24 and 3.25 

Zlib 1.0.4.0 1.2.11 

pyVmomi 6.5 6.7 

nginx 1.1.19 1.14.0 
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9. Enhancements to User Authentication 

§ Enhance external authentication for multi-domain support in the following aspects: 

o Support to create more than one authentication configurations for each authentication type 

(LDAP/AD/TACACS+/SSO). Each authentication configuration distinguishes from each other by its name.  

 
 

o Consolidate various authentication methods on the login page, including local authentication and all enabled 

authentication configurations for LDAP, AD, TACACS+, and SSO. 

 
 

§ Add the Groups column on user relevant pages, such as Existing User List, Share Policy, and Add Tenant. By looking into 

the Alias, Authentication Type, and Groups columns, it is easy to identify the source of an external user. 
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§ Support to bulk apply the current tenant/domain access privilege settings to all users in a group for the LDAP/AD 

authentication or all users for the TACACS+/SSO authentications.  
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More Enhancements for LDAP and AD Authentications Only 

§ To help admin verify whether the submitted server settings are correct, add a Verify dialog.  

 
 

§ Add the Unavailable status to mark the external users that cannot be found (due to being deleted or renamed) on the 

connected external server. And both the Alias and Groups columns display “Unknown”.  

 
 

§ Optimize the user interface of LDAP and AD authentication by separating the process into two steps: 

1. Connect Server;  
2. Set Tenant/Domain Access for Group; 
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§ Add the validation function to verify whether the imported groups are still existed on the LDAP/AD servers and highlight 

the invalid groups with a warning icon.  

 

§ Support to change the connect password for the LDAP/AD authentications and roll back the last password when 

necessary. 
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10. Other Enhancements 

More enhancements to the following aspects are introduced in v7.1a: 

1. Terminating Running Actions 

2. Qapp Scheduler for Multi-Path Automation 

3. Golden Rule Check via Qapp 

4. Qapp and Runbook Template Compatibility 

5. Map Enhancements 

6. Add the function of sharing alerts in Dashboard. 

 

10.1.Terminating Running Actions  

In previous versions, most running actions, such as Qapp, will not be terminated after the web browser or map is closed unless 

users manually do that. To utilize system resources and performance, these behaviors are improved in v7.1a. 

§ When closing your web browser or the NetBrain tab page, the running actions will be terminated when the session 

timeout is reached.  

 

§ When closing a map, you will be notified if there are 

running actions on the current map. Then you can 

select the actions that you want to keep running after 

the map is closed. 
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§ When re-logging in to the domain, you 

will also be notified if there are running 

actions at the back-end. You can click the 

hyperlink on the message to view details 

in the Task Manager. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.2.Qapp Scheduler for Multi-Path 
Automation 

§ In each schedule, users can select existing paths 

as target devices. When it comes to the 

execution cycle, the system will calculate these 

paths first, and run the scheduled Qapp/Gapp on 

the devices along these paths.  

o The existing paths are synchronized from 

Path Browser.  When the setting of a path 

is modified in Path Browser, the change will 

be synchronized in the next execution of 

schedule. 

o The data source defaults to Live Network 

and can be changed to Current Baseline. 

§ In the management page of Qapp Scheduler, the column “First Run Time” is replaced with “Next Run Time”. 

10.3.Golden Rule Check via Qapp 

In a real network, many enterprises do the regular Golden Rule Check on the configurations of their network devices for security 

considerations. 
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§ By supporting file or folder as an input variable in a Qapp, users can write a Golden Rule Check Qapp and run the Qapp on 

devices to automatically compare the configurations of the target devices with the compliance templates received from 

the folder or file input.   
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§ Support to define the description of the input variable so that users can know how to select or enter a parameter more 

clearly when they run the Qapp. 

 
§ Support to filter the qualified devices for a Qapp by using the Main Device Types property in GDR. 

 
 

10.4.Qapp and Runbook Template Compatibility  

Qapp Compatibility Enhancements and Limitations 

The enhancements to Qapp compatibility in v7.1a include: 

1. End users can directly run V7.0x Qapp in v7.1 Runbook, and further save its action nodes as favorites.  
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2. Power users can import/export V7.0x Qapp in Qapp Center, and further browse V7.0x Qapp via Qapp Editor to write v7.1a 

Qapp.  

 

Note: V7.0x Qapp cannot be saved as v7.1a Qapp. 

Note: V7.0x Qapp cannot be browsed in Inventory Report, Dashboard Widget, Gapp and Qapp Scheduler. 

Note: The data sources for V7.0x Qapp execution only have three options:  

          1) Current baseline 

          2) Pull live data once 

          3) Pull live data regularly 

Note: V7.0x Qapp has the following limitations during execution: 

          1) Compound Alert, Reachability, Original Result and 3rd-party API node will be skipped. 

          2) Ping/Traceroute from (Proxy Server) only supports the specified Front Servers in Device Settings. 

          3) Device Queue – All Interfaces will be changed to visible interfaces on the current map. 

          4) Device Input – Group of Devices will be changed to devices on the current map. 

 

Runbook Template Compatibility Enhancements and Limitations 

When upgrading to v7.1a, the exiting shared/private Runbook Templates will be transformed and well compatible with the v7.1a 

system. However, when a Runbook Template contains multiple Qapps, only the first Qapp will be kept after the upgrade. 

Note: V7.0x Runbook Template files cannot be imported into the v7.1a system. 

 

10.5.Map Enhancements 

§ Exporting a Map will export all included Runbooks in the Map file. Exporting a Runbook will export the current map file 

with the current Runbook. Both the Runbook data within last 24 hours and the latest execution result will be exported as 

well. 
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§ Use the Site Overview Map as the Site Map of the root Site "My Network", which also applies to its exported Visio Map. 

§ Add media in Site Map to link between device 

and site, or between site and site. 
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11. Fixed Issues 

The following major issues are fixed in this version: 

1. Fixed the exception issues on retrieving data during a benchmark, such as full routing table retrieving failure and device data 

retrieving exception. 

2. Fixed the issue that routing tables more than 16MB cannot be parsed. 

3. Fixed the data parsing issues (caused by drivers) of multiple vendors, such as hostname parsing failure on Alcatel devices, 

config parsing failure on Palo Alto Firewall and interface parsing error of Redware Load Balancer.  

4. Fixed the issue that cannot update the MAC tables of Juniper EX9208 and EX4300 devices. 

5. Fixed the issue that Design Reader did not work on FortiGate firewalls. 

6. Fixed the MPLS, IPsec VPN, ACL, NAT, Load balancing, Policy, Command Format and other path related issues. 

7. Fixed the permission issue of the Service Monitor installation directory. 

8. Fixed the permission issue of the AD Group synchronization.  

9. Fixed the issue that the search result of Dynamic Search was incorrect. 

10. Fixed the map layout (device overlaps) issue in the L2 expanded style. 

11. Fixed the untrusted service path issue of NetBrain services in Microsoft Windows. 

12. Fixed the issue that lots of duplicates of the customized property fields in Site Property after importing a site definition from 

v6.x to v7.x. 

13. Fixed the issue that some particular Cisco APs cannot be connected to switches on a map due to the interface trimming logic. 

 


